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It may be less than a month since the doors of New Order opened but that doesn't mean Bo

Blackman isn't busy. It's not just daft allegations about vampire dogs and complicated relationships

that she has to deal with, however. When a woman is brutally assaulted, barely escaping with her

life, Bo ensures she forms an integral part of the investigation. The trouble is that she may end up

being confronted with a darkness that she's simply not ready for...This is the third book in the urban

fantasy thriller Bo Blackman series by the author of Blood Destiny.
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I love my Bo stories and this one is as good as the rest. Bo happens to always have a lot on her

plate. The humans are hating the vamps and Bo is caught in the middle. She has shown some

growth and some set backs in this one. She is growing as how to handle tough situations but as far

as her love life is concerned...well, it need some work. Michael is so yes! and Bo is just too afraid of

her feelings and avoids it like the plague. I'm wondering how much Michael will put with but he



seems to always come back for me. The ending was well thought out, no cliff hanger but I'm having

some hope for the romance side in the next one. More romance Helen!!!!

Love this series! I Read the "Blood Destiny" series first, and found this one directly after. I believe

it's safe to say that if you have read and enjoyed one series you will probably also enjoy the

other.The story is fast and action packed so I found it very hard to put it down. There is a lot going

on and whenever you think you know what's going to happen, the story takes a new turn. I did see

some reviews commenting on some errors in the spelling/writing, and there were maybe a few, but

nothing that put me off the story (if you're worried about that kind of thing you can probably just wait

for the audiobook). I can't wait for the next one!

Oh how I waited for that book.Bo has to investigate a brutal rape and figure out her relationship with

Lord Montserrat. Frankly since it is the 3rd book in the series I wish that this relationship would

develop faster. But regardless the mystery kept me guessing.Am I only one who wants to get more

information about Mister X? I want to see him falling in love (not with Bo tho) and all that good stuff

so as far as I am concerned Helen Harper could write a spin-off or couple of novellas with Mr X as a

main character.Good job and I can't wait to get more.

As the third book in the Bo Blackman series, the storyline has evolved into a wonderfully complex

one dealing with subjects including Bo's growth into a true hero in the community, topics like

violence against women and terrorism. A compelling mystery is also woven into the plot. The

relationships between the characters are complicated and well written. This book is a must read.

The story continues with enough action to keep the reader engrossed. I would have liked to more

romantic interaction with Michael, but it kept me reading right to the end.

The characters and storyline are far above average. The author keeps the story moving and the

reader engaged. I will have to try some of her other stories. Worth your time and money.

Absolutely great series.

Wonderful. Full of surprises and shows what a great imagination the author has. I loved it. I am

getting more and more fond of the characters and am getting ready to start the next book.
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